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Exploring “Collective Memory” through photographic printed matter and 
video 
Heike Munder and Nicolás Franco in conversation 
 
Heike Munder: Each rising generation shares a canonised knowledge about the 
past, which is represented by material sources like images, texts and rituals. The 
opposite of this cultural canon – which codifies what is deemed worthy of being 
handed down to the next generation – is censorship, the juridical suppression of 
what people prefer not to dwell on and what falls into temporary amnesia.1 These 
practices of remembrance shape the self-image of a society, which is subject to 
on-going renegotiation. The importance of these process-related practices lies in 
the possibility of socio-cultural transformations and the “healing“ of collective 
wounds. From my perspective, your artistic articulations take on an important role 
in this process of renegotiation of the “Collective Memory”. You were born in 1973, 
the year of the Chilean military putsch, and you grew up under the Pinochet 
dictatorship. After Pinochet relinquished of power in 1990 you went to Europe to 
study art. To what extent did these early experiences shape your artistic 
approach? Did you feel a sense of social responsibility to work through Chile’s 
recent history and create a “Collective Memory”? 
 
Nicolás Franco: I lived under the dictatorship as a child, so I think it had a 
subconscious effect on me. It’s like a veil drawn over the experiences I had as a 
child. I think the years of childhood are very important in determining what one 
does as an artist. So yes, it clearly did influence me, although it is intermingled with 
layers of banal and subjective experiences. In regard to a sense of social 
responsibility to rework historical issues, I would say no. My main responsibility is 
to myself and the images and objects that I find powerful, rather than to society. I 
try to be very careful about what one says one’s work can or cannot do. For me, 
working always starts by feeling an initial attraction to a sign or an image. The 
process-related development of the work has to do with the more or less chaotic 
organisation of all the flows that are triggered when you put an image or element 
next to another. Obviously I am aware of the political, historical and social burden 
of some of the material and references with which I work, but when producing I try 
to concentrate on formal matters, whose aim is precisely to transform the way in 
which this evidence is experienced. 
 
HM: I got to know your Œuvre while exhibiting your work Yesterday and Today 
(2012) at the show Resistance Performed – Aesthetic Strategies under Repressive 

																																																								
1	European scholars of culture, who were deeply informed by the profound trauma the two 
world wars dealt to Europe’s societies, limned theories of memory that describe how 
societies and culture process such experiences through selective remembering. One of the 
most influential concepts for this branch of humanities is known as “Collective Memory“, 
which was originally conceived by the French sociologist and philosopher Maurice 
Halbwachs in the 1920s and 1930s. He shifted the focus from a memory conception of 
psychoanalytic study of the individual towards a conception of commemoration and trauma 
as social phenomenon. In Halbwach’s account negative experiences become lodged in 
people’s memories and bodies for generations and can only be lived with by repressing 
them. Coming from this school of thought the cultural historians Jan and Aleida Assman 
have differentiated the processes of culture and memory in the late 1980s and the 
distinction of the material related term “Cultural Memory”.	
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Regimes in Latin America at the Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst in Zurich in 
2015. The work is based on the propaganda book published in 1975 by the 
Chilean military dictatorship with an almost identical title. This simple historical 
narrative is constructed by contrasting photos, representing conditions of 
“yesterday” (violence, chaos and poverty) and “today” (peace, order and 
affluence). You cut out the image section of the pages and folded them so that 
only the time caption was legible, hence your deconstruction addresses an 
aesthetically abstract level of universality. Do you agree with the characterisation 
of your practice as dis-appropriation of historiography? 
 
NF: Yes absolutely. The dis-appropriation of historical material interests me very 
much. In Ayer y Hoy, the cut outs worked as a Trojan horse that allowed certain 
complex information to be seen and introduced into the psyche in a different way.  
The concept of abstraction that you mention interests me a lot, although I find it 
difficult to detach completely from the figurative, the understandable. This is a 
constant struggle in my work. Abstraction offers a feeling of emptiness that I find 
very affecting. I think that the void of meaning is an excellent way of dealing with 
complex issues without seeking to understand them but rather experiencing them. 
I have always felt closer to the diffuse than to the clear. 
 
HM: You are using stock images from institutional archives and currently also from 
online video platforms like YouTube and Vimeo. What is your motivation for using 
these collective archives?  
 
NF: What interests me about collective archives is their banality. They are not 
artificial, as Gerhard Richter would say; they contain a certain truth.2 There is also 
a pragmatic issue of availability of images that I can freely appropriate and 
manipulate. This pragmatic reason has the advantage that the material sources 
stored in archives carry a certain aesthetic in themselves. This aesthetic is 
obviously shaped by the author’s nature, by their objectives and mode of “artistic” 
or “amateur” expression. 
What interested me in reworking the propaganda book Chile: Yesterday Today 
was the lack of credits indicating authorship. No designer, translator, or editor is 
named. In this case the anonymity if connected to the sensitive issues that the 
book touches. Rather than demonstrating a lack of affection for the images on the 
part of the authors, it reveals their need to participate in the book without fear of 
consequences. Given the nature of the book and the context within which it was 
published the authors did not want to be publically associated with it. I imagine that 
many of them are still alive and still producing books, but nobody knows who they 
are.	This allowed me to appropriate the book without legal consequences. 
	

There is a similar interest for the absence of authorial reference in my 
project Circa (2014 - ongoing). In this case I am working with the photographic 
archive of the National Historical Museum in Santiago. I established four search 
parameters for my investigation into the museum’s collection: the photographs 
should have no author, no date, no place and no sign or trace of human 
civilisation. I understood this series of photographs as the pariahs of our 

																																																								
2  Gerhard Richter in conversation with Nicholas Serota, director of the Tate Gallery 
Gerhard Richter in the studio, 2011 (Tate production). 
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photographic archive. Why are these images in the museum? What do they 
contribute to our heritage? What can be done with them? These were some of the 
questions that prompted me to buy digital files of this material and print them in 
large-scale format. 

The abandonment of authorship was also an inspirational point of reference 
in my project The Image and its Double (2015). I created a copy or double of Luis 
Buñuel’s film Las Hurdes – Tierra Sin Pan (1933) by using amateur videos taken 
from YouTube. What interested me in reusing this footage was, on one hand, the 
orphanhood of this material, and on the other hand how these images create a 
very strong sense of reality, which was needed to replicate Buñuel´s film.  
  
HM: Appropriating, transferring and modifying existing images from the 20th 
century is your most important work method. Can you talk about the reproduction 
technics you are using to transfer images to different pictorial media?  
 
I am interested in technical processes that are able to modify original material 
without the need of authorial operations, that is to say how technical transfers of 
information from one medium to another can modulate the visual experience. 
Almost all the procedures I use are of artisanal nature: digital monotypes, 
silkscreens or acid marks. They are very close to engraving but involve a 
technological approach. Basically, what I am interested in is to establish a physical 
and performative relationship with the image, or rather, with the collection of data 
that conforms them. Since all the images with which I work are digital, the first task 
is how to give a physical body to that information. 
 
HM: Troubling effects of these photographic transfers appear in your works Eyes 
and Treated like Flowers, both from 2014. These works from 2014 are based on 
medical images from the First World War stored at the archive of the Imperial War 
Museum in London. Colour fields of black pigment and blemishes cover the faces 
of war-damaged victims making them unrecognisable - as if to implicate the 
inexplicable dimension of a collective trauma of European societies. The 
etymological meaning of the Greek word “trauma” is „wound“. It seems like the 
“wounding” of the photographic integrity enhances the corporal wounding of the 
subjects from the past. What significance do blemishes, folds, fragments, 
colouring, desaturation and enlargement have for the „traumatic“ quality of your 
works?  
 
NF: The idea was that the conceptual information of the referent could function as 
an instruction manual for the development and choice of technical procedures that 
would, in the end, give that digital information a physical body within a space. 
These procedures are media that allow you to convert historical, social and 
personal files into bodies that can change in size and position within their 
surroundings, to be cherished or assaulted, to be incorporated or to be physically 
destroyed. This idea has to do with how images and the gaze can create certain 
psychological scenarios that allow different ways of understanding the real. Some 
people might understand the pieces from a political or philosophical perspective, 
others from a visual or intimate perspective. I try to keep it open.  
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HM: What strikes me is that you are reworking certain sources repetitively. For 
instance the film Las Hurdes – Tierra sin Pan by Luis Buñuel plays a relevant role 
in several of your video and printed works. This provocative semi-fictional film 
deals with the poverty and backwardness of the countrymen of southern Spain in 
the 1930s. At first it appears to be a sociographic documentary, but then it reveals 
itself as a depiction of hell on earth without ideological subtext, without aiming to 
raise awareness for a social change. What fascinates you about this film?  
 
NF: I was interested in the simplicity of the script, and the low-key production of the 
film (involving a crew of three) that contrasts with the quality of the film and the 
enormous importance that it has in the history of cinema. It comes close to the 
concept of do-it-yourself but is taken to the heights of a masterpiece. Furthermore, 
the camera work by Eli Lotar, who transforms a banal landscape into a 
masterpiece of chiaroscuro and dreamy images, is superb. I'm also fascinated by 
how politically incorrect and ruthless the work is – it analyses humankind like an 
entomologist would analyse an insect: without compassion and with complete 
indifference. But what attracted my attention at first was the great controversy that 
the film caused in Spain of the 1930s. It was censored and Spanish society was 
scandalised by the movie. So I said to myself, what Buñuel portrays in the film 
continues to happen in Chile and around the world even in 2015 - things have not 
changed that much. And nobody is scandalised by it. Obviously in Europe and 
Spain in particular, things have changed for the better, but what about the rest of 
the world? This was the thinking that led me to remake Buñuel’s film. 
 
HM: Your remake is entitled The Image and Its Double. In a double projection you 
are presenting shots of the original footage with formally related scenes from 
anonymous amateur filmmakers found on online platforms. In combination they 
form a rhythmical, trans-historic structure. What is your primary interest in 
constructing a universal image repertoire of recurrent everyday life practices? 
 
NF: Buñuel’s Las Hurdes shows in a simple and distant – and therefore ruthless – 
way the simplicity and sacrifice of human existence. The cycle of life is 
summarised in four chapters: being born, studying, working and dying. The main 
reason for me to turn to this film had to do with our own notions of what is 
contemporary, and what is contemporary to whom. I was trying to use the film as a 
cartographic tool to portray a sort of global Hurdes. In order to remake the film I 
thought of footage that could be in line with the ruthless vision of Buñuel. The 
answer for me was the anonymous videos on YouTube. Nothing is as raw and 
ruthless as what is filmed without any pretension and that depicts only a fact – 
these videos are something like "reality in the raw state". The Hurdes are there, in 
front of our computer, a click away from our family pictures. In addition, the 
unprecedented magnitude of all these images – produced by everyone and by no 
one – constitutes a historical paradigm shift that makes us question who finally 
narrates the history of images and to whom it is narrated. Several fundamental 
concepts are counterposed in this tension: modernity vs. postmodernity, the 
spectator vs. the consumer, and the user vs. the producer of images. This also 
shows the paradox that could be formulated between our notions of the 
contemporary and the anachronistic. The access to and the appropriation of this 
material allowed me to diffuse the limits between these two concepts.   
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HM: You rework emotionally charged material of violence by means of application 
and removal of layers of visibility. This approach of conceptual formalism and 
abstraction enhances in my opinion reflectiveness towards conceptions of memory 
and history. At the same time, your use of large canvases in your current works 
and your treatment of the surfaces surmounts our capacity to distance ourselves. 
The works involve us, phenomenologically speaking, “bodily”. How do you 
perceive these two aspects – reflectiveness and immersion – in your work?  
 
NF: Quiet thought or contemplation is a very precise way to state what I would like 
the works to provoke. So I would agree that the pieces enhance a form of 
“reflectiveness”, but without limiting this experience to only a “critical” perspective. 
The enlarged scale offers physical immersion as a tool to allow the paintings to 
extend the visual experience of the viewer. The inter-crossing visual parts, the 
cracks and patches on the surface are approaches that conjure elements to create 
a depth and breadth of information. I believe that these tools increase possibilities 
of communication that the pieces might be generous enough to offer. 
 
HM: The work The Sheet (2017) was developed in the context of an 
interdisciplinary research project on devices of registration and denunciation by the 
military dictatorship in Chile. This project, undertaken at the Universidad Alberto 
Hurtado in Santiago in collaboration with the University of Oxford, presents a 
genealogy of political technologies of memory spanning the time of the repressive 
regime until 2013. The realisation of this project is an example of the historical 
paradigm shift in contemporary Chile. What role do such artistic/scientific projects 
play in the process of regeneration of the past in Chile? 
 
NF: It’s a difficult question and I don’t have a clear answer. Art can be a very 
personal experience. The reference point for this work is a document known as 
“The Sheet”. This document compiled and cross-referenced large amounts of data 
about people that were forcibly disappeared in 1976.  
When I received the commission to work with the material that the Project 
Tecnopol had compiled, I felt that the heavily charged socio-political information 
needed to be contrasted with a body of biographical scale, mixed with ordinary life. 
This inspired me to use a series of photographs from my family taken the same 
year that the document was elaborated. These images constitute the first layer of 
the painting. They work as a substrate that formally absorbs the information of the 
document. The printed image of the archive material works like a network of veins 
covering these candid and banal images from my family album. I think that the 
delayed reception of the entire “sheet,” mixed with these personal photographs, 
evokes reflections regarding the marks etched by state violence and how they are 
configured in a private context.  
 
HM: Let us talk about the future. Where will your upcoming projects been leading 
to? 
 
I am very interested in the expansion of the vocabulary of photography and 
painting and its perception.  Lately I have been interested in working with  
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heterogeneous subject matters. For me it is a good way to immerse myself in the 
paradoxes and contradictions of the human experience.  
 
HM: Thank you Nicolás for this insight into your artistic approach and language 
and your explorations into “Collective Memory”. 
 
NF: Thank you Heike. 
 


